
   

                                                                                                                                                                    TASK TIME ONLINE PART 9 

                  QUIZ TIME 
Test your knowledge of all things Olympic. Use the information from Part 9 in the newspaper   
to see how much you understand. 
 
1. What day/date will it be here in Australia when the closing ceremony takes place in 

London? 
2. In what order do the athletes enter the stadium at the Closing Ceremony? 
3. Which three flags are raised at the Closing Ceremony? 
4. Where is the XXXI Olympiad being held? 
5. What would you be eating if you had a puffy, egg heavy pastry on your fork? 
6. What is another word for a sausage? 
7. Which five sports are contested in the Modern Pentathlon? 
8. What is the difference in distance between the two road-walking distances for men? 
9. Which Australian road walker was disqualified at the Sydney Olympics 300metres from the 

finish line? 
10. In which sport did Tom Slingsby win Gold? 

 
COMPETITION CATEGORY 
Modern Pentathlon Scoring 
After the first three elements, the athletes’ total scores are converted into a time handicap. Your job is to 
determine the starting times for these athletes for the final combined run/shoot element. Add up their scores 
from the fencing, swimming and riding to determine where they will be ranked. The athlete with the most 
points from the first three events starts first. Athletes after that start in order at handicapped time intervals of 
one second for every four points. 
 

NAME Country      Fence      Swim      Ride Score Rank 

Dennis BOWSHER USA              460         376      1086   

Thomas DANIEL AUT              820       1192      1116   

Esteban BUSTOS CHI               640         988        100 DNF   

Adam MAROSI HUN             892       1084      1172   

Ed  FERNON AUS            1216       1304      1032   

Christopher PATTE FRA             784       1160      1144   

Shinichi TOMII JPN              964       1112      1048   

Amro EL GEZIRY EGY             748       1132      1088   

Samuel WEALE GBR             784       1108        240 DNF   

Justinas KINDERIS LTU              748         992      1192   
*NB These scores are not a true reflection of the competition 
 

    If the first ranked competitor starts the final run/shoot element at     
    4.45pm, list the times that the rest of these competitors will start,  
    using the handicapped time interval of one second for every four  
    points. 

 
          What does DNF stand for? 



 
LONDON FEAST 
One of the tasty treats on the menu in London is the Spotted Dick Pudding. The name of this classic 
English pudding usually raises a smile or look of horror. The spotted part refers to sultanas in the dough 
and the word ‘dick' is a colloquial word for pudding. Here is the recipe but some of the words are missing. 
Use the word bank to fill in the spaces. Perhaps you could have a go at making it. 
 

 
Ingredients 
1 cup (150g) self- ___________ flour  
1 cup fresh _________ breadcrumbs  
90g prepared suet mix (bought from supermarket)  
1/3 cup (75g) __________ sugar  
1/3 ______ sultanas  
1/3 cup mixed peel  
1 egg  
2/3 cup (160 __) milk  
Custard, to ________ 
 
Method 
1. Sift flour into a __________, then add breadcrumbs, _________ , sugar, sultanas and peel.  
2. Combine _______ and milk, add to dry ____________________ and beat well to combine.  
3. Form dough into a ___________. 
4. Soak a clean tea towel or cloth napkin in ____________ water for a few minutes, squeeze to remove 

excess water. 
5. Wrap the pudding in the __________ twisting at each end at securing with kitchen string. 
6. ___________ the pudding roll for 2 hours in a steamer. Alternatively, _________ the pudding in foil and  

_________ in a hot oven (200ºC) for 1 hour 30 minutes. 
7. Serve with custard 

 
 
 
 
 
 
AT THE END OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES 
 Use the information from the newspaper or online to complete Australia’s medal tally 
 at the end of the Olympic Games. List the number of each medal and who won them. 
 

GOLD                     Total: SILVER                  Total: BRONZE               Total: 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

WORD BANK:      bake   ball   boiling     bowl     caster    cloth     cup egg      ingredients  

        ml         raising      serve    steam     suet      white      wrap 

 

 


